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This is a useful Guide for devising your 
own school handout, especially if you 
have a range of people working with 

students. 

 
1. Don’t overload student with verbal directions. Keep directions/requests brief and 

concise. 

2. Write down tasks where needed, to provide a visual prompt. 

3. Give the student time to comprehend requests, directions or discussions. 

4. Give praise where due and encourage the student to participate within the class. (If 
you know the student has a correct answer or comment, encourage him/her to relay 
it when appropriate to the class). 

5. Take short cuts. Take initiative and help the student by writing down the questions or 
topic headlines to help keep the student up to date. 

6. Set the student up for success. Take the liberty of rewording exercises so that the 
student can easily comprehend what is expected. 

7. Have control. Have worksheets/activities that will engage the student and reduce 
behaviours. Withdraw the student if you can judge the behaviour is going to escalate. 

8. Be precise and consistent in expectations or directions. 

9. Ensure that the student has the appropriate texts and equipment prior to the 
commencement of each class. This will minimise confusion, time away from class and 
above all, help the student concentrate on the job at hand. 

10. Does the student need rules? If so, make sure that the student has them on hand or 
is familiar with them. 

11. Follow the direction of the class teacher. 
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The teacher aide can support the teacher by: 

 Taking opportunities to increase personal awareness of autistic spectrum disorder. 

 Developing a close working relationship with the teacher. 

 Making valuable inputs to program planning sessions for the student.  

 Being aware of the unique role which you can develop as the most consistently 
available long term staff member in the school life of a student and make the 
experience of this association available to the teacher.  

 Liaising with other aides to share experiences and create mutual support.  

 Being involved in the wider professional activity of the school.  

 Avoiding being a 'baby sitter'. Look for a clear plan for your role.  

 Using initiative without undermining the teacher's legitimate role as the final 
responsibility rests with the teacher.  

 Getting to know the availability and sources of resources and purposes of different 
resources. 

 Being a liaison with parents.  
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